CARBON
SERIES

SYNTACE C33i STRAIGHT CARBON
BETTER, LIGHTER, FASTER.

BETTER. LIGHTER.
FASTER.*

❼

Syntace C33i Straight Carbon

Dem haben wir nichts hinzuzufügen. Außer:
„..und sie fahren sich auch noch so viel
besser als jedes konventionelle Aluminiumlaufrad. Du triffst deine Linie einfach genauer
und kontrollierst sie spürbar besser.“

EUR 1,480

❺

incl. taxes

❽

❶

❷

asy installation of tubeless
❶ Etires
due to a self-sealing internal
rim contour without time
consuming tricks and the need
of an air c ompressor

❷	

❸

The entire wheel is built with one single spoke length
❺	
28
 cone-shaped Inmold spoke nipple sockets
❻	
Save Tubeless – rim flanges that prevent sudden
❼	
depressurization when ridden with low air pressures
The symmetrical rim geometry allows for the new Boost and
❽	
EVO6 standard to be built with identical spoke lengths on both sides.

Lightweight carbon fiber to
make you faster!
Energy saving carbon fiber rims
did always come with compromises in the past. They have
been expensive and either not
particularly durable or not particularly lightweight, if they
were at all. Thanks to tireless
designing, special tool con
structions and a new carbon
fiber layup, we succeeded in
combining the advantages of
the material. The Syntace

Wide widths and low weights
save energy.
Narrow rims and heavy tires
were common in the past. It has
become possible, however, to
combine wide rims with lightweight tires. It is just that wide
rims have always been heavy
or they have not been particularly durable, a vicious circle
that carbon fiber stopped. The
wider the rim and the bigger
the rim diameter, the more the
advantages of the material
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The overall weight of a wheelsets tells you no more
than one half of the story; the MOI is a lot more telling.
This is because it reflects how far the weight of the
overall design is placed away from the hub and thus
how much it slows you down.
MOI 502
= more agile
MOI 404
= agile
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Syntace W33i

Self-retaining Q-Lock spoke nipples lead to
❹	
more mileage and reduced service requirements

❹
❻

Aluminium wheelset

in the EVO6 rear wheel for an improved
durability and higher steering precision

C-Series carbon fiber rim
stands more impact than any
Aluminum competitor we know
of and remains – despite the
inner width of 33 mm – extra
ordinarily lightweight (435 g
for the 27.5” rim). The unbeatable price is the result of the
all-new high-class Syntace
production procedure.

carbon fiber come into play in
the Syntace C-Series wheelset.
On top of this, the inertia of the
rim/tire combination is noticeably lower.
Why is a low mass inertia so
important?
There is no such thing as constant speed when riding a bike.
With a single pedal revolution
already, you generate two
torque peaks and thus two
acceleration moments. At a
cadence of 60 revolutions per
minute, this equals 120 small
accelerations per minute
without even hitting an obstacle
on the trail that slows down
the bike further. This physical
force (MOI – Moment of Intertia)
is measured in kg·cm2. The
higher this number, the more
the wheel tries to slow down
the acceleration.

A LIGHT HUB WITH A HEAV Y RIM?
NO THANKS!

 ophisticated rim flange with 30 %
S
stronger impact absorption

100 % identical spoke angles in the front
❸	
wheel and almost identical spoke angles

The second generation Syntace
W-Series wheelset: we wanted
to transfer our expertise of
working with carbon fiber for
more than two decades to designing mountain bike wheelsets. This was to be realized,
however, neither by decreasing
the durability nor by increasing
the costs. We succeeded.

Comparison with an the
identical overall weight:
Low inertia – the weight is
close to the hub and does
not constantly have to be
accelerated.

The inertia of the C33i Carbon wheel is no more than
404 kg·cm2. A common Aluminum wheel has an inertia
of approximately 535 kg·cm2 that is about 30 % more.1
The overall weight of a wheelset does not matter as
much its inertia, which actually makes the difference!
) Not taking the tire weight into consideration.

1

High inertia – the weight is
closer to the rim and thus
leads to a higher effort.

THAT’S WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT

Designed better than alternative solutions.
1. T
 he Syntace wheel construction: in cooperation with an internationally leading wheel designer, we have worked on a robot
assisted wheel building and centering machine for more than
three years. It screens every single spoke tension, saves it and
prints a final report. On top of this, a Syntace wheel-building
expert assesses the quality of every single wheel afterwards.

3. The EVO6 and Boost Standard design in combination with
our straight pull hubs lead to a fully symmetrical wheel with
identical spoke angles on both sides. This solution prevents
single s pokes from being overstressed.

With a unique 3-step production
procedure, we g
 uarantee for
handcraft quality for every single
wheel.

Wheel Data Pass
Wheel-ID: N2255
W35 MXS
30

All three advantages allowed for a wheel design based on no
more than 28 spokes which appears to be the perfect solution
as to high stiffness, low weight and defect tolerance. In case
one spoke breaks, you will come home safely with the remaining
27 spokes.
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Syntace Limits

Spoke tension L

±9%

± 10 %

Spoke tension R

±8%

± 10 %

Rim centricity

± 0,3 mm

± 0,30 mm

Rim lateral

± 0,2 mm

± 0,20 mm

Rim radial

± 0,2 mm

± 0,20 mm

Spoke length

L 270 mm

R 272 mm

Weight

847 g

[kg]

Kugellager
17 x 30 x 7

250

(Wheel incl. Endcaps)
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Statische Tragzahl
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Kugellager
17x 26 x 5

Mitbewerber
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Syntace Straight MX Rear Hub

2. The Syntace Straight MX hubs have been designed for
28 straight pull spokes that allow for one single spoke length
for the entire wheelset. Finding a replacement spoke has
become a lot easier this way.

0

25 % faster power transfer
Syntace has further strengthened the external tooth lock
washer freehub of its 2nd
generation rear hubs. This has
been possible with the usage
of 45 instead of 36 teeth that
connect to each other noticeably faster and that consequently
lead to more fun in tricky passages. The hub has also become quieter due to more
sound absorbing materials.

Stronger than the spoke
Thanks to the SmoothFit profile,
the spoke socket in the rim has
become a lot more resistant
against being ripped out. The
socket is perfectly aligned with
the actual spoke and nipple
angle. This makes the entire
construction more reliable
than common rim bottoms or
solutions with nipple washers
that even used to add extra
weight to the rim but that did
not actually reinforce it.

V-Shape
The V-shape design is coming
directly from the initial founder
of outward-bound and massively enhanced rim flanges on
mountain bike wheels. The
shape has been tested and approved in uncounted series of
experience and now features
grip grooves to generate ultimate tire interlinking. It is 25 %
stiffer and boasts with the performance of of a rim that actually is 2 mm wider looking at
the tire width and the adhesion
on the ground.

Sweden spoke
Our in-house design, computer
optimized Syntace Genius 1.7
spoke is made from Sweden
steel and produced by Sapim.
A particularly careful manufacturing process allows for a
shorter, more stable and yet
lightweight section in the highstressed parts of the spoke.
If needed, the spoke can
be replaced with a standard
straight pull spoke.

Steel inserts
The freehub features patented
interlocking steel inserts that
transfer the power from the
7075 Aluminum freehub to the
cassette. Particularly looking at
the high demands of mountain
biking, this design prevents
cassettes to get stuck as on
an Aluminum freehub. The
inserts can be exchanged easily (Licence American Classic/
USA)

Micro adjustment of the hub
bearing clearance
The all-new and test stand
approved hub body is made
from 7050 Aluminum and can
be fine tuned with the latest
design MicroAdjust end caps
for tension-free wheel truing.
This allows for the usage of a
variety of different quick
releases with different through
axle torque values.

3-times sealed bearings
New double Syntace Duraseal
end caps protect the double
sealed Syntace precision hub
bearings. Filled with grease
that features a 25 % higher
water absorption, corrosion is
prevented even further.

90 % higher bearing stress
resistance
Our former hub bearings
(and those of most of our competitors) with the measurement
17x 26 x 5 mm can cope with
130 kg before they are
deformed. The new, super
durable Syntace 30 mm
bearings of the MX hub can
handle up to 250 kg.

THE 2ND GENERATION TOOTH LOCK
WASHER FREEHUB
O versize ball bearings with 90 % higher load rating,
❶	
special grease and increased filling

❷ Durable fine gearing featuring 45 tee
❸ MicroAdjust for precise tuning of the bearing clearance
❹ Reinforced freehub thanks to steel inserts
❺	Lightweight, yet super stiff brake disc socket
❸

WE ARE CONVINCED BY THE
QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTS

❻ Three dimensional design spoke seating
❼ Lighter, 25 % stiffer and internally butted through axle
❽	Fully closing double sealing
EVO6 chain line (for example with Liteville frames) with
❾	

… because we keep testing relentlessly. Syntace test stands stress the material a lot
more than required by national and international test norms. This way, possible weak
spots can directly be eliminated and allow us to provide you with a 10-years warranty
on material and production faults. During the first three years, this is for free.
Thereafter, we ask for 50 % of the current retail price.

almost identical spoke angles in the rear wheel

❽
❾

52
%

Testing the stiffness
Welded construction
for improved test stand
stiffness combined
with smooth wheel load
simulation.

48
%

❼

Freehub impulse 
simulation
Torque based impulse
stress of the freehub for
high reproduction validity.

Information on bike magazines’ test results:
The criteria for wheelset test results in current bike magazines,
oftentimes, are still subject to improvements. The test stands
lack the ability to evaluate the wheel being actually loaded, to
accelerate it or test its braking performance. On top of this, the
differences of the spoke tensions – usually – is not taken into
consideration.
This is to say that the test results most often refer to nothing
but an impact test, the lateral stiffness under laboratory conditions, mounting tubeless tires and the concentricity of the rim.

❷
tension test

❺
❶
❻

Tensile force test stand
Precision design machine
with 50 mm/sec riding
pace for most realistic
test results.

Crashmaster II
The original: the first rim
test stand with diagonal
stressing and center of
gravity balancing design.

Drum long-term test stand
Up-to-date test stand
swiveling to the left and
right and altering the
stress load constantly.

Brake impulse tester
The counterpart of the
freehub impulse simulation.
For days, the wheel is
stressed with brake forces
until it finally breaks.

❹

t or que

spoke

spoke

(Illustration right: schematic diagram)



= high spoke
tension



The diameter of the spoke flange for a disc front wheel is of particular
importance. If the disc brake is operated, the forces impacting the hub,
the spokes, the nipples and the rim are extreme. The smaller the diameter
is, the higher the spoke tension that eventually tires down and destroys
the wheel components. For these reasons, we have increased the spoke
flange diameter to 40 mm in the front hub while still offering a hub that is
no more than 58 g.

= low spoke
tension

LARGE SPOKE FLANGE
DIAMETER AT THE FRONT HUB
MOI test
Market-leading precision
evaluation of energy
consuming inertia forces.

THE TIME
HAS
COME.
NOW.
Syntace C33i Straight Carbon (wheelset)
Total weight (wheelset):
aprx. 1,580 g (27.5˝)
Inertia:
MOI 404 kg · cm²
Outer rim width:
40 mm
Inner rim width:
33 mm
Wheel size:
ISO 584 (27.5˝) in stock
	559 (26˝) and 622 (29˝) starting spring 2018
Disc socket:
6 hole
Hub:
Through axle:
Freehub:

Syntace Straight MX
Rear: 142 x 12 mm / 148 x 12 mm
Front: 100 x 15 mm / 110 x 15 mm
Shimano standard including steel inserts,
SRAM XD-Body

Freehub gearing:
End cap options:

45 teeth micro lock-in positions
Rear: X-12 / QR
Front: 15 mm / RockShox Torque Cap
Hub axle:
Rear: 17 mm oversize butted
Front: 20 mm oversize
Spokes:
Syntace Genius 1.7 made by Sapim
Straight Pull, double butted 2.0–1.7– 2.0
Spoke nipples:
ABS Q-lock nipple
Spoke pattern:
28 hole, three cross design
Rim material:
Carbon fiber HM
Hub material:
7050 Aluminum with special heat treatment
Tubeless ready:
e.g. with Syntace rim tape 21 mm
Color:
Carbon black, black spokes
Maximum rider weight:
110 kg
Price:
EUR 1.480,– incl. taxes
Wheelset warranty:	10-years warranty on material and p
 roduction faults

EUR 1,480

incl. taxes

Result:
Test winner on points. The carbon fiber
rim copes with extreme impacts without
being d
 amaged. It is pricy, but tougher than
Aluminum wheels. Great trail wheelset.
If it is to be carbon fiber, this is your choice!

Syntace GmbH · Dammweg 1 · D-83342 Tacherting , Germany · www.syntace.de
Phone: +49 8634 666 66 · Fax: +49 8634 6365 · Opening hours: Mo. – Fr. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

